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Synopsis

The Board grants in part an appellant’s petition for supersedeas of a Department order 

issued in response to an inadvertent return at a horizontal directional drilling site for the 

installation of a pipeline.  The Board provisionally supersedes a paragraph of the order requiring 

the appellant to immediately implement a reroute of its drill because that paragraph is not 

consistent with an earlier Board-approved process for evaluating a potential restart of drilling 

operations following an inadvertent return.  The appellant has submitted a restart plan to the 

Department for the resumption of drilling operations, but it is unclear whether the Department is 

conducting a review of that plan in accordance with the Board-approved process.  The 

supersedeas is granted in part pending the Department’s review of, and final decision on, the 

appellant’s restart plan.  

O P I N I O N

Sunoco Pipeline L.P. (“Sunoco”) has appealed and petitioned to supersede portions of an 

order issued by the Department of Environmental Protection (the “Department”) on September 

11, 2020 that, among other things, required Sunoco (1) to halt its horizontal directional drilling 
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(HDD) work installing a portion of its Mariner East 2 pipeline project, (2) to grout or otherwise 

stabilize the HDD borehole, and (3) to implement a reroute of a segment of the pipeline.  The 

Department’s order came in response to an inadvertent return (IR) of drilling fluids that occurred 

on August 10, 2020 during HDD activities for the installation of a 20-inch diameter pipeline near 

Little Conestoga Road in Upper Uwchlan Township, Chester County, at a site known as HDD-

290.  The IR originated in a wetland referred to as Wetland H-17, moved into streams H-10 and 

H-11, and traveled 1,900 linear feet of stream into a cove of Marsh Creek Lake, which is in 

Marsh Creek State Park. (Transcript Page No. (“T.”) 162-63; Joint Exhibit No. (“J. Ex.”) 8.)  

Sunoco was not able to fully contain the IR, as it overwhelmed the erected containment 

structures and affected the entire reach of the streams. (T. 727-28; Department Exhibit No. 

(“DEP Ex.”) 1.)  The wetland and streams were covered in a thick slurry of drilling fluid. (T. 

830-35; J. Ex. 7; DEP Ex. 1; Sunoco Exhibit No. (“S. Ex.”) 50.)  A visible plume of drilling fluid 

extended out into Marsh Creek Lake. (DEP Ex. 2, 3.)  The Department’s emergency response 

coordinator, who responded to the IR on August 10, described the drilling fluid as “rolling” 

across the bottom of the cove, not completely suspended in the water column. (T. 837; DEP 1 (at 

7).)  

Ultimately, nearly 8,000 gallons of drilling fluid were released. (T. 67; J. Ex. 8 (at 1).)  

Sunoco worked to clean up the IR by installing turbidity curtains in the streams, constructing 

sand bag dams, and pumping the drilling fluid out of the streams. (J. Ex. 8.)  A 3-foot by 15-foot 

hole that opened up in the wetland at the location of the IR was filled by Sunoco with 26 cubic 

yards of flowable fill pursuant to an emergency permit granted by the Department to try to 

stabilize the area. (T. 66, 428-34, 720-21; J. Ex. 9.)  Sunoco has not yet cleaned up the drilling 

fluid deposited on more than seven acres of the bottom of Marsh Creek Lake. (T. 749-51; J. Ex. 
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10.)  Sunoco has submitted a plan to clean up the lake, but as of the close of briefing, the 

Department had not approved Sunoco’s cleanup plan.1

On August 17, a week after the IR, Sunoco submitted to the Department what the parties 

refer to as a restart report seeking the Department’s approval to resume HDD operations at 

HDD-290. (J. Ex. 8.)  Putting the restart report in its proper procedural context requires some 

explanation.  In an earlier appeal involving Sunoco’s Mariner East 2 project, the Board, pursuant 

to what has come to be called the Stipulated Order, approved revisions to Sunoco’s HDD 

Inadvertent Return Assessment, Preparedness, Prevention and Contingency Plan (the “IR Plan”). 

(EHB Docket No. 2017-009-L, Docket Entry #129; DEP Ex. 41.)  These revisions were 

negotiated between Sunoco, the Department, and three citizens group organizations.  The IR Plan 

was incorporated into Sunoco’s permits.  In short, under the IR Plan, if there is an IR greater than 

50 gallons or an IR to a wetland or waterbody, Sunoco must suspend drilling and submit a restart 

report.  Sunoco cannot restart drilling until the Department approves the restart report.  The 

restart report basically requires Sunoco to explain how it can restart drilling without causing 

additional problems.  Sunoco’s August 2020 restart report outlines how Sunoco believes it can 

resume operations at HDD-290 while minimizing the risk of another IR.  

1 The August 2020 IR was not the first IR at HDD-290. It was preceded by two other IRs in the same 
general area in 2017 during the installation of the 16-inch diameter line of the Mariner East 2 project. (T. 
44-45.) The first of those IRs occurred in June 2017 and measured a comparatively small 100 gallons. (T. 
77-78, 112-15, 174; S. Ex. 33.) The second IR occurred in August approximately 30 feet away from the 
June IR and measured about 40 gallons. (T. 78-79, 116, 799.) Sunoco filed a reevaluation report with the 
Department in May 2019 analyzing the 2017 IRs and evaluating HDD alternatives versus the potential for 
another IR during the installation of the 20-inch line. (J. Ex. 2.) One of the alternatives Sunoco evaluated 
was the one-mile reroute that has now been identified in the Department’s order, which Sunoco said was 
“technically feasible” while still maintaining that “HDD is the preferred option.” (Id. (at 6).) The report 
concluded that HDD with additional supposed safety measures was “the preferred option” even though it 
presented “a moderate to high risk of drilling fluid loss and IRs.” (Id. (at 6, 30).) In January 2020, the 
Department approved of proceeding with HDD for the installation of the 20-inch line as outlined in the 
reevaluation report. (J. Ex. 5.) The “moderate to high risk” of another IR at HDD-290 proved correct in 
August 2020, although no one predicted the immense magnitude of the third IR. 
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As of briefing, the Department had not responded to Sunoco’s restart report.  

Unfortunately, the record is very unclear about whether the Department is actually reviewing the 

restart report.  At first we were prepared to assume that the Department is reviewing the report 

and it is preparing to make a decision one way or the other on whether drilling may restart.  After 

careful review, however, we are not satisfied that the record supports that assumption.  There is 

some indication that, despite the agreed-upon, Board-approved process for reviewing the restart 

report, the Department views its issuance of the order under appeal as a substitute for that 

review.

At least in its brief, the Department seems to indicate that it is reviewing the restart 

report.  It says, “The Department has not fully reviewed the Restart Report.” (DEP Brief at 11 

(emphasis added).)  The Department also says:

The Department has not completed its review of Sunoco’s Restart Report. Based 
upon current information, considerable doubt exists as to whether drilling on 
HDD 290 should ever recommence. The geology at this location presents 
numerous challenges that Sunoco has not addressed. Those challenges pose 
significant threats to human health, safety and the environment. Until Sunoco 
addresses those geologic issues to the Department’s satisfaction, the Restart 
Report cannot be approved. Sunoco must still remove the drilling fluid from 
Marsh Creek Lake. Sunoco failed to present any evidence or details at the time of 
hearing on its proposal to construct a containment structure in Wetland W-H 17 to 
capture anticipated inadvertent returns. 

(DEP Brief at 53 (emphasis added).)  This paragraph is pregnant with negative implication, but it 

still suggests the possibility of a restart remains despite the existence of “considerable doubt.”  

The present perfect tense of the Department’s statements gives the impression that the 

Department’s review might be ongoing.

The testimony we have in the record is not clear on whether that is true, though, and at 

times the testimony from different witnesses seems to be in conflict.  John Hohenstein, P.E., the 

Department’s program manager for waterways and wetlands, testified at various points about the 
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August 17 restart report.  During his testimony on direct, Mr. Hohenstein readily identified the 

restart report when it was presented to him and he knew when it had been submitted. (T. 753.)  

He seemed familiar with its proposals on, e.g., utilizing an unconventional pressure relief point, 

employing a partial open cut in the area, etc. (T. 754, 757-58, 764-65.)  He testified that after 

receiving the restart report the Department consulted with its geology and drilling experts. (T. 

757.)  He testified on cross that the Department needs to carefully evaluate Sunoco’s proposal 

and all of its supporting documentation before deciding whether to authorize the use of an 

unconventional pressure relief point with Wetland H-17 since it is a resource that has already 

been severely impacted at the site. (T. 765-66.)  In response to a question on cross of whether the 

Department has reviewed the measures Sunoco has proposed in its restart report to reduce the 

likelihood of another IR and complete the HDD, Mr. Hohenstein testified that “we are in receipt 

of the restart report, but that has not been fully reviewed at this point.” (T. 792.)  He then 

reiterated, “That report has not been fully reviewed yet.” (T. 792.)  

Mr. Hohenstein seemed to indicate that he envisioned some back and forth with Sunoco 

on the restart report.  He testified that having additional geophysical information would be 

helpful for the Department to corroborate Sunoco’s proposal. (T. 804-05.)  He was then asked 

how he would look at a proposal from Sunoco to proceed with the HDD and he responded:

There would be -- there would have to be a lot more geophysical data submitted. 
There would have to be a much more detailed plan describing how -- even just 
going into very specific detail on how the day-to-day operation would occur and 
who would be responsible for it and -- I believe there’s a lot of that information 
out there, but specific to allowing this need to restart, they -- they would really 
have to convince the Department that they had the ability to implement their 
proposal.
As proposed the last time, the occurrence of the IR vastly exceeded what 
obviously they were expecting to happen and they -- it also appears that it was not 
discovered in a timely fashion either. So there would be a lot of -- a lot of hurdles 
to – and capability issues to answer in order for that -- for us to agree that any 
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proposal would be the least impactful option at this area because when we do an 
alternatives analysis we look at the least impactful and we usually go with that.

(T. 810-11.)  Mr. Hohenstein’s testimony suggests that the Department has conducted at least 

some level of review of the restart report, but it is still not clear whether that review is ongoing 

and continuing and a decision on the restart is forthcoming, or whether the Department stopped 

any review once it decided to issue its order.

Other testimony suggests it is the latter.  Dominic Rocco, the Department’s director of the 

office of regional permit coordination, left us with even less certainty that the Department is 

conducting an ongoing review of the restart report.  This excerpt of his testimony on cross 

captures what gives rise to our doubt:

Q  In lieu of evaluating the restart report, the Department issued the 
administrative order essentially revoking this permit; correct?
A  It would have been premature for us to do that, so I would agree.

(T. 1203.)  We have no idea what “[i]t would have been premature for us to do that” means.  But 

Mr. Rocco seems to be saying that the Department did not review the restart report and instead 

issued the order.  We do not necessarily view those things as mutually exclusive, but it appears 

that Mr. Rocco does.

The testimony immediately following that statement does not provide any comfort that 

the Department is conducting a review of the restart report in accordance with the Board-

approved process in the IR Plan:

Q  And is that when the Department issued the administrative order, it did 
not evaluate the efficacy of the containment structure because it had decided 
to escalate the enforcement due to the enforcement history that you testified 
about. Fair?
A  I don’t know how far the review of that made it. I mean so they’re two 
different actions. So that’s something that staff may have looked at, may have 
considered. But at the end of the day, what we decide [sic] to do was to issue the 
order.
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Q  And the normal action under the corrected stipulated order would be to 
respond to the restart report, issue comments, and give Sunoco an 
opportunity to respond to those comments; correct?
A  I don’t know if that’s the case.
Q  But that happened in the past where there’s been restart reports, the 
Department has commented, and then there’s been revisions and upgrades to 
protectiveness; correct?
A  I would agree that that is one process that happens, but I don’t think that 
necessarily happens all the time.

(T. 1203-04.)  Again, it is not entirely clear what part of the process described by Sunoco’s 

counsel Mr. Rocco disagrees with.  In short, the record at this point does not support a 

conclusion that the Department is reviewing Sunoco’s restart report or preparing a decision on 

whether Sunoco can restart drilling.

On October 8, 2020, Sunoco filed its petition for supersedeas.  Sunoco among many other 

things argues that the Department is ignoring the agreed-upon, Board-approved process outlined 

in the IR Plan, and instead of reviewing Sunoco’s restart report, the Department simply issued 

the order under appeal.  Sunoco argues that the Department added insult to injury by requiring 

Sunoco to immediately reroute the pipeline instead of giving Sunoco a chance to restart the 

HDD.  Sunoco seeks to supersede Paragraphs 1, 2, and 6 of the Department’s order.  Those 

paragraphs provide:

1. Except as specified herein, Sunoco shall immediately suspend all work 
authorized by the permits described in Paragraph D, above, for HDD S-3-0290 
until the Department provides written authorization to resume work, except as is 
necessary to stabilize the site to prevent erosion and sedimentation in accordance 
with Paragraph 6, and to prevent additional pollutants from entering waters of the 
Commonwealth, including wetland WL-17, unnamed tributaries S-H 10 and S-H 
11 of Marsh Creek Reservoir, and the Marsh Creek Reservoir, which is located in 
Marsh Creek State Park. In no event shall Sunoco undertake any pipeline 
installation activities at the site of HDD S-3-0290, including drilling or drilling-
related preparation and drilling support activities, or the installation of casing, 
unless expressly authorized by the Department in writing. 
2.  Sunoco shall take all steps necessary, including the submission of appropriate 
applications and supporting materials for permit amendments, to implement the 
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reroute of HDD S-3-290 that Sunoco previously found to be technically feasible 
in the Re-evaluation Report.
….
6.  Effective immediately, Sunoco shall secure the partially constructed borehole 
with grouting or an equivalent method and stabilize all disturbed areas at HDD S-
3-0290 in accordance with the approved E&S Plans and in compliance with 25 
Pa. Code § 102.22(a) and/or (b), as appropriate. Sunoco shall continue routine 
monitoring of the installed BMPs and shall perform all necessary ongoing 
operation and maintenance activities to ensure the BMPs continue to perform as 
designed, in accordance with the approved E&S Plan and permit until the 
disturbed areas along the current alignment for HDD S-3-0290 are permanently 
stabilized.

(J. Ex. 6.)  

We held a hearing on Sunoco’s petition via WebEx from October 27 through October 30 

and livestreamed it to the public on YouTube in accordance with the Board’s protocols for 

conducting remote hearings during the Covid-19 pandemic.2  The parties proposed that they be 

permitted to file simultaneous briefs on November 23 following the receipt of expedited 

transcripts on November 9, which we allowed.  The petition is now ripe for disposition.

The Environmental Hearing Board Act of 1988, 35 P.S. §§ 7511 – 7514, provides 

adversely affected parties with the right to file an appeal from a Department action.  No appeal 

acts as an automatic supersedeas, but the Board may grant a supersedeas upon cause shown. 35 

P.S. § 7514(d)(1).  The grant or denial of a supersedeas is guided by relevant judicial precedent 

and the Board’s own precedent. 35 P.S. § 7514(d)(1); 25 Pa. Code § 1021.63(a).  Among the 

factors to be considered are (1) irreparable harm to the petitioner, (2) the likelihood of the 

petitioner prevailing on the merits, and (3) the likelihood of injury to the public or other parties. 

35 P.S. § 7514(d); 25 Pa. Code § 1021.63(a); Erie Coke Corp. v. DEP, 2019 EHB 481, 485.  In 

order for the Board to grant a supersedeas, a petitioner generally must make a credible showing 

on each of the three regulatory criteria, with a strong showing of likelihood of success on the 

2 Available at:  https://ehb.courtapps.com/content/Board Protocols During Covid Emergency.pdf
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merits. Hudson v. DEP, 2015 EHB 719, 726; Mountain Watershed Ass’n v. DEP, 2011 EHB 

689, 690-91 (citing Pa. Mining Corp. v. DEP, 1996 EHB 808, 810); Lower Providence Twp. v. 

DER, 1986 EHB 395, 397.  

Sunoco has a very clear likelihood of success on the merits of its argument that the 

Department cannot simply ignore Sunoco’s restart report.  The IR Plan, which is the product of 

intense negotiations and which we approved, clearly contemplates that the Department will 

review and either approve, modify, or reject Sunoco’s restart report after there is a qualifying IR.  

That was certainly our understanding when we reviewed and approved the IR Plan.  The 

Department is not entitled under the Plan or our Orders to issue an order instead of making a 

decision on a restart report.  Requiring the Department to do what it said it would do will not 

result in any harm to the public or the environment.

If, indications in the record to the contrary notwithstanding, the Department has in fact 

decided that Sunoco cannot restart the HDD, the Department acting in good faith with 

appropriate transparency needs to say so.  If it is still considering the matter, it is in the public 

interest that it proceed as expeditiously as possible.  Basic fairness dictates that the Department 

avoid dissembling and make a decision one way or the other.  Only then will Sunoco’s other 

arguments be properly teed up for our review.

There is nothing in the Board-approved process that completely precludes the 

Department from issuing an administrative order.  It is the content of the order that matters.  

Sunoco first asks us to supersede Paragraph 1.  Paragraph 1 of the Department’s order is repeated 

here:

Except as specified herein, Sunoco shall immediately suspend all work authorized 
by the permits described in Paragraph D, above, for HDD S-3-0290 until the 
Department provides written authorization to resume work, except as is necessary 
to stabilize the site to prevent erosion and sedimentation in accordance with 
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Paragraph 6, and to prevent additional pollutants from entering waters of the 
Commonwealth, including wetland WL-17, unnamed tributaries S-H 10 and S-H 
11 of Marsh Creek Reservoir, and the Marsh Creek Reservoir, which is located in 
Marsh Creek State Park. In no event shall Sunoco undertake any pipeline 
installation activities at the site of HDD S-3-0290, including drilling or drilling-
related preparation and drilling support activities, or the installation of casing, 
unless expressly authorized by the Department in writing.  

The paragraph seems straightforward enough—Sunoco must suspend work on HDD-290 until 

the Department says in writing that drilling can resume.  Paragraph 1 is entirely consistent with 

the Board-approved process detailed in the IR Plan.  It does not preclude the possibility of 

restarting the HDD.  By its very terms Paragraph 1 leaves open the possibility that Sunoco could 

“resume work” if the Department provides written authorization.  We presume the Department 

would not have mentioned authorization if the possibility of such an authorization did not exist.  

The Department’s order “suspends” all work; it does not terminate it. 

Sunoco says Paragraph 1 of the order should be superseded because it is unnecessary and 

redundant—the IR Plan already requires everything that is set forth in the paragraph.  The 

Department says basically the same thing in the context of arguing that an order is not necessary 

to maintain the status quo.  We tend to agree.  Sunoco could not restart drilling even without the 

order unless it obtained the Department’s written authorization pursuant to the IR Plan.  If we 

were to supersede Paragraph 1 based on its apparent redundancy, the situation with the HDD 

would revert to essentially the same place that it is without a supersedeas: the Department must 

complete its review of Sunoco’s restart report and Sunoco must await the Department’s 

decision.3  A supersedeas, of course, is an extraordinary remedy that will not be granted absent a 

clear demonstration of appropriate need. Dougherty v. DEP, 2014 EHB 9, 11; Mellinger v. DEP, 

2013 EHB 322, 323; Rausch Creek Land, LP v. DEP, 2011 EHB 708, 709; UMCO Energy, Inc. 

3 With the possible exception of grouting the borehole pursuant to Paragraph 6 of the order, but that is not 
clear as discussed below.
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v. DEP, 2004 EHB 797, 802; Tinicum Twp. v. DEP, 2002 EHB 822, 827; Oley Twp. v. DEP, 

1996 EHB 1359, 1361-1362.  If the order is redundant, superseding the redundant order would 

also seem to be redundant.  We see no appropriate need for extraordinary intervention in the 

restart process based on Paragraph 1.

Sunoco next asks us to supersede Paragraph 2 of the order.  Unlike Paragraph 1, 

Paragraph 2 of the order does not appear to be consistent with the IR Plan and the idea that 

restarting the HDD remains a possibility following the completion of the Department’s review of 

the restart report.  Paragraph 2 reads as follows:

Sunoco shall take all steps necessary, including the submission of appropriate 
applications and supporting materials for permit amendments, to implement the 
reroute of HDD S-3-290 that Sunoco previously found to be technically feasible 
in the Re-evaluation Report.

If the Department is in the process of fulfilling its obligation to give Sunoco a decision on its 

restart report, and a restart is still at least theoretically possible, then why would Sunoco be 

required to start the process for obtaining approval of a reroute?  Sunoco asks us to supersede 

Paragraph 2 and clarify that it has no immediate obligation to do a reroute.  We believe that 

Sunoco has shown a likelihood of success on the merits that Paragraph 2 is not consistent with 

the Board-approved process as set forth in the IR Plan, to the extent that Paragraph 2 can be 

interpreted to impose an immediate obligation on Sunoco to begin implementation of a reroute 

before the Department acts on the restart report.  Accordingly, Paragraph 2 is superseded 

pending the Department’s review of, and determination on, the restart report.  Sunoco is not 

required to do anything yet regarding the reroute while it seeks authorization to restart the HDD.4  

Sunoco does not stop with its request that we supersede Paragraph 2 temporarily pending 

the Department’s review of the restart report.  It goes on to argue that the paragraph should be 

4 Of course, nothing in the order or the IR Plan stops Sunoco from beginning the process for a reroute 
while it simultaneously works through its attempt to restart the HDD.
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superseded, in practical effect, permanently, and that it be allowed by Board order to restart 

drilling without any further interference from the Department.  Just as the Department may have 

been trying to short-circuit the IR Plan process with its order, Sunoco tries its own end run.  This 

we will not allow.

Our immediate criticism of the Department in this case is that it seems to be ducking its 

responsibility to make a decision.  As noted above, the Department needs to make a decision first 

so that we have something meaningful to review.

Sunoco has put on a detailed case attempting to show us that allowing a restart is a better 

idea than the reroute.  The showing is both premature and probably inapposite.  It is premature 

because the Department needs to complete its own review first.  It is probably inapposite because 

Sunoco’s case is built upon a false dichotomy.  Sunoco mistakenly believes that there are only 

two possible choices going forward: obtain a restart or do the reroute that was first identified in 

its 2019 reevaluation report.  We have no reason to believe the Department would refuse to 

consider other alternatives.  Mr. Rocco testified that the Department expects to consider several 

other alternatives from Sunoco in the context of a permit application for the reroute if it comes to 

that. (T. 1153.)  Indeed, the evaluation of other alternatives may be required if a restart of the 

HDD is not possible and Sunoco’s permit application for the reroute reveals that it cannot be 

performed in accordance with the regulations, and Sunoco wishes to complete its project.

Sunoco builds on its false dichotomy by arguing that, because the Department exceeded 

its authority in ordering a particular reroute, it somehow necessarily follows that it must be 

permitted to resume its HDD.  This is simply wrong.  It is a non sequitur.  If Paragraph 2 is 

stricken, it in no way follows that the HDD must necessarily be allowed to continue.  The ability 

to continue drilling at HDD-290, at least initially, will turn on whether that can be accomplished 
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while “adequately protect[ing] public health, safety, and the environment” as set out in the IR 

Plan.  Drilling does not suddenly become acceptable simply because a reroute is also a bad idea, 

albeit for different reasons.  

While the Department ordering a reroute at a particular location might ordinarily raise 

our eyebrows, it is important to remember here that it was Sunoco who originally identified the 

reroute in an earlier bid to continue work at HDD-290 for the installation of the 20-inch line after 

the two earlier IRs during the installation of the 16-inch line.  We do not believe Sunoco 

deliberately set up the reroute in the reevaluation report as a straw man, but it is certainly now 

trying to have it serve that purpose.  We reject the comparison entirely.  As just explained, 

evaluating whether the HDD can restart is not based on whether it is a better idea than the reroute 

straw man.  Comparing the restart of HDD-290 to the reroute is not the proper analysis at this 

stage.  The option of proceeding with HDD-290 must stand on its own merits without reference 

or comparison to other options.  The “practicability” of restarting the HDD versus rerouting, as 

Sunoco focuses its attention on, has no place in the analysis.  Even if the reroute is as 

“impracticable” as Sunoco claims it is, that in no way suggests that a potentially unsafe HDD 

must be restarted.  If no other safer or tolerable alternatives exist, it follows that the project may 

not be able to be completed.  

For purposes of argument only, let us suppose Sunoco’s proposed comparison between a 

potentially unsafe HDD and an “impracticable” reroute is conceptually meaningful and legally 

correct.  In that case, what are we supposed to compare?  On the one hand, Sunoco’s plan on 

how to conduct the HDD is continuously evolving.  It seems to keep on adding conditions, which 

it claims will reduce the risk of another release.  Apparently, its latest version was submitted on 

November 20.  On the other hand, Sunoco has not submitted the required permit application for 
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the reroute, so we do not know what we are supposed to compare on that side of the equation 

either.  We have the basic outline and some specifics, but that does not substitute for a proper 

permit review.  It was clear at the hearing that specifics need to be worked out.  In short, there is 

insufficient detail on both sides of Sunoco’s proposed comparison for us to perform a meaningful 

analysis.  The record produced at the supersedeas hearing is an ineffective substitute.  Any 

attempt to move forward, whether it be on new conditions to make the HDD safer or the details 

of a reroute, must be presented to the Department in the first instance.

Sunoco next asks us to put a time limit on the Department’s review of the restart report.  

It legitimately complains that already weeks have gone by in apparent stasis.  The IR Plan 

imposes a 72-hour timeframe for the Department to review a restart report for an IR that is less 

than 50 gallons and the first at a location, but appears to be silent on the timeframe to review an 

IR of greater than 50 gallons or not the first IR at a location.5  We can certainly understand why 

the IR Plan does not impose strict timelines for reviewing a restart report of more than 50 

gallons.  Those HDDs might be more complicated.  The IR Plan requires more information to be 

included in those restart reports.  And the volume or severity of the IR can vary widely, from 51 

gallons to 8,000 gallons or greater.  Even in the truncated testimony we received at the 

supersedeas hearing, we were left with the impression that the underlying geology, the fracture 

zone along the drill profile, and Sunoco’s various and evolving new drilling techniques and 

5 Indeed, the process for restarting an HDD with an IR of less than 50 gallons is much more defined than 
that for an IR of more than 50 gallons:

Such PADEP approval [of the restart of HDD operations] shall occur no later than 72 
hours after SPLP has submitted the required written notice and documentation to PADEP 
in the manner described in the following sentence, at which time SPLP may resume 
trenchless construction unless PADEP disapproves restart or requests additional 
information before restart. Written notice and documentation of the inadvertent return 
and SPLP’s response thereto shall be provided on the Initial IR and Interim/final report 
forms attached as Appendix B (the requirements of Initial, Interim, and Final IR reports 
are set forth below in Section 6.5 (Notifications)).

(DEP Ex. 41 (at 8).)
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mitigation measures all require a careful analysis.  We reject outright Sunoco’s request that we 

issue an order requiring the Department to act on the restart report within an arbitrary 20-day 

timeframe, particularly when Sunoco appears to be coming up with an ever-evolving set of 

proposals.  

However, lengthy delay in the review of the restart report does not appear to be in 

anybody’s or the public’s interest.  While we will not issue an Order requiring an immediate 

restart of drilling, we will reconsider a request for a renewed supersedeas if the Department does 

not appear to be acting with appropriate diligence in reviewing the restart report.  Sunoco, the 

Department’s sister agency DCNR, and perhaps most importantly, the public and the community 

surrounding HDD-290, all deserve to know what is going to happen at the site.  Our view of the 

situation in light of the supersedeas criteria may need to be revisited in the absence of 

appropriate diligence.

In summary, Paragraph 2 is unlikely to withstand Board review to the extent the 

Department intended it as a device to allow it to abdicate its duty to perform a considered 

evaluation of Sunoco’s report.  The Department must decide in the first instance, in accordance 

with the IR Plan, whether Sunoco’s additional measures in the restart report “will adequately 

protect public health, safety, and the environment.” (DEP Ex. 41 (at 9).)  While the Department 

is reviewing the restart report, Sunoco is under no obligation to immediately implement the 

reroute.

Paragraph 6 of the Order

Sunoco also asks us to supersede that portion of Paragraph 6 that requires it to 

“[e]ffective immediately…secure the partially constructed borehole with grouting or an 

equivalent method….”  Again, grouting the borehole is not consistent with the possibility of 
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restarting the HDD.  Sunoco believes that grouting will result in an additional IR in the area of 

the wetland, which is why it has applied for a permit to construct a containment structure at that 

location to collect the IR.  The Department has not approved that permit application.  Mr. 

Hohenstein testified that “[t]he emergency permit application for the grouting operation is 

pending before the Department….” (T. 794.)  The Department has not suggested that the 

grouting should go forward without approval of Sunoco’s permit application, notwithstanding 

the “effective immediately” language in the order.  There is no other evidence that Sunoco is 

under any immediate obligation to grout the borehole, notwithstanding the language of the order.  

The Department by its actions has shown that Sunoco in fact has no obligation to grout the hole 

“immediately.”  The Department has made no serious effort to defend Paragraph 6 of its order.  

Its brief is virtually silent on the matter.  If HDD is to be restarted, we assume grouting is not in 

order, but we are not clear on whether some sort of temporary or limited grouting is anticipated.

We also do not have any clear record support from Sunoco, which has the burden of 

proof, that grouting the hole would potentially cause more harm than good.  Sunoco in its brief 

has cobbled together diverse testimony that might support a conclusion that the supposed benefit 

of grouting (preventing subsidence) is outweighed by the risk it presents (yet another IR), but no 

witness clearly testified to that fact.

In short, the record presented in this case does not provide us with a basis for making an 

informed decision regarding the merits of immediately grouting the hole in accordance with 

Paragraph 6.  We are loath to issue an order that would result in another IR.  The Department’s 

failure to respond to that threat, or more generally to Sunoco’s permit application that would 

allow grouting to go forward, and its near complete lack of attention to the issue at the hearing 

and in its brief, signals that no supersedeas is necessary at this point to maintain the status quo.  
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The Department will presumably act on the pending application that would allow grouting to go 

forward, which will create another appealable action.  Even without a supersedeas, Sunoco has 

no immediate obligation to grout the hole and could not fairly be penalized for failing to do so 

because its failure to act is entirely the result of the Department’s inaction.  We are open to 

revisiting the issue as necessary based on circumstances as they evolve.

We issue the Order that follows.
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SUNOCO PIPELINE L.P. :
:

v. :     EHB Docket No.  2020-085-L
:  

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA, :
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL :
PROTECTION :

O R D E R

AND NOW, this 16th day of December, 2020, it is hereby ordered that Sunoco’s petition 

for supersedeas is granted in part in accordance with the preceding Opinion.  Paragraph 2 of the 

Department’s order is temporarily superseded pending the Department’s review of, and final 

decision on, Sunoco’s restart report for HDD-290.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEARING BOARD

s/ Bernard A. Labuskes, Jr.
BERNARD A. LABUSKES, JR.
Judge

DATED:  December 16, 2020

c: DEP, General Law Division:
Attention:  Maria Tolentino
(via electronic mail)

For the Commonwealth of PA, DEP:
Nels J. Taber, Esquire
William J. Gerlach, Esquire
Melanie Seigel, Esquire
Adam T. Duh, Esquire
(via electronic filing system)
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For Appellant:
Robert D. Fox, Esquire
Thomas M. Duncan, Esquire 
Neil S. Witkes, Esquire
Diana A. Silva, Esquire
(via electronic filing system)
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